AVENUE DE LA BOULAIE
CS 47601
F-35576 CESSON SÉVIGNÉ CEDEX
TEL: (33) 02.99.84.45.00
FAX: (33) 02.99.84.45.99

Departure from Rennes Train Station (Gare SNCF)
Metro: Direction J.F. Kennedy
Get down at station République
Then
Bus no. 4 or no. 40 express (Direction Berthier/Abrial)
Get down at Clos Courtel
And 5 minutes walking
Average Travel Period: 20 mins

Or
Bus no. 64 (Direction Avoine)
Time: 5 mins
Get down at Belle Fontaine
And 2 minutes walking
Average Travel Period: 20 mins

GPS IN Sexagesimal
LAT NORTH 48°07'31"
LONG WEST 1°37'25"

GPS IN Decimal
LAT NORTH 48.125278°
LONG WEST 1.623611°

STAR Website: http://www.star.fr/
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